LIFT AND TILT SCISSOR TABLE - EHLTT-4848-3-47

APPROX WEIGHT: 1120.91 lbs.
DOES NOT INCLUDE WEIGHT OF POWER OR PACKAGING!!

PLEASE CIRCLE SPECIFICATIONS:

- **POWER**: AC, DC (12V), AIR/OIL
- **MOTOR VOLTAGE**: 115, 208, 230, 460
- **DEDICATED CIRCUIT REQUIRED**: 60Hz
- **MOTOR PHASE**: SINGLE, THREE
- **CONTROL**: HAND, FOOT

STANDARD FEATURES

- **MODEL NUMBER IS EHLTT-4848-3-47**
- **MAX CAPACITY IS 3,000 LBS**
- **PLATFORM WIDTH IS 48”**
- **FRAME WIDTH IS 30”**
- **OVERALL LENGTH IS 56”**
- **PLATFORM RAISED HEIGHT IS 47”**
- **PLATFORM LOWERED HEIGHT IS 11”**
- **OVERALL HEIGHT IS 83 7/16”**
- **PLATFORM TILTS ON THE END OF THE LEG ASSEMBLY**
- **PLATFORM TILTING STYLE IS A SLIDE TILT**
- **Ø1/4” x 60” CHAIN AND HOOK (NOT DRAWN TO SCALE)**
- **MAXIMUM TILT ANGLE IS 45°**

SPECIAL FEATURES

- NONE

VESTIL MANUFACTURING

I, THE UNDERSIGNED, AGREE THAT THE PRODUCT AS REPRESENTED SATISFIES DESIGN AND DIMENSION REQUIREMENTS. I ALSO ACKNOWLEDGE MY DUTY TO CONFIRM PRODUCT AND INSTALLATION COMPLIANCE WITH ALL APPLICABLE FEDERAL, STATE AND LOCAL REGULATIONS AND STANDARDS.

ANY MODIFIED UNITS ARE NON-RETURNABLE

[ ] As drawn  [ ] As marked

Signed: ___________________________ Date: ___________

Printed Name: ___________________________ Date: ___________

APPROVAL

LEAD TIME WILL START UPON RECEIPT OF SIGNED APPROVAL DRAWING

FOR INTERNAL USE ONLY
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